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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about Flashback Version Query? 

A. The result of a query can be used as part of a DML statement. 

B. It can be used to create views. 

C. It can be used only if Flashback Data Archive is enabled for a table. 

D. It retrieves all versions of rows that exist in a time interval, including the start time and end time. 

E. It can be used to retrieve the SQL that is required to undo a row change and the user responsible for the change. 

Correct Answer: DE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/appdev.112/e41502/adfns_flashback.htm#ADFNS01004 

 

QUESTION 2

Your multitenant container database (CDB) cdb1 that is running in archivelog mode contains two pluggable databases
(PDBs), pdb2_1 and pdb2_2, both of which are open. RMAN is connected to the target database pdb2_1. 

RMAN> BACKUP DATABASE PLUS ARCHIVELOG DELETE INPUT; 

Which statement is true about the execution of this command to back up the database? 

A. All data files belonging to pdb2_1 are backed up and all archive log files are deleted. 

B. All data files belonging to pdb2_1 are backed up along with the archive log files. 

C. Only the data files belonging to pdb2_ are backed up. 

D. This command gives an error because archive log files can be backed up only when RMAN is connected to the root
database. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/BRADV/rcmcnctg.htm#BRADV005 

 

QUESTION 3

Your database is running in noarchivelog mode. One of the data files belonging to the system tablespace is corrupted.
You notice that all online redo logs have been overwritten since the last backup. 

Which method would you use to recover the data file? 

A. Shut down the instance if not already shut down, restore all data files belonging to the system tablespace from the
last backup, and restart the instance. 

B. Shut down the instance if not already shut down, restore the corrupted data file belonging to the system tablespace



from the last backup, and restart the instance. 

C. Shut down the instance if not already shut down, restore all data files for the entire database from the last backup,
and restart the instance. 

D. Mount the database, restore all data files belonging to the system tablespace from the last backup, and open the
database. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/BRADV/rcmadvre.htm#BRADV89841 

 

QUESTION 4

In your database, the tbs percent used parameter is set to 60 and the tbs percent free parameter is set to 

20. 

Which two storage-tiering actions might be automated when using Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) to automate
data movement? 

A. The movement of all segments to a target tablespace with a higher degree of compression, on a different storage tier,
when the source tablespace exceeds tbs percent used 

B. Setting the target tablespace to read-only after the segments are moved 

C. The movement of some segments to a target tablespace with a higher degree of compression, on a different storage
tier, when the source tablespace exceeds TBS percent used 

D. Taking the target tablespace offline after the segments are moved 

E. The movement of some blocks to a target tablespace with a lower degree of compression, on a different storage tier,
when the source tablespace exceeds tbs percent used 

Correct Answer: BC 

The threshold for activating tiering policies is based on two parameters: TBS PERCENT USED TBS PERCENT FREE
Both values can be controlled by the DBMS_ILM_ADMIN package. TBS PERCENT USED and TBS PERCENT FREE
default to 85 and 25, respectively. Hence, whenever the source tablespace\\'s usage percentage goes beyond 85
percent, any tiering policy specified on its objects will be executed and objects will be moved to the target tablespace
until the source tablespace becomes at least 25 percent free. Note that it is possible to add a custom condition to tiering
policies to enable movement of data based on conditions other than how full the tablespace is. In addition, the READ
ONLY option must be explicitly specified for the target tablespace. 

 

QUESTION 5

In your database, the user SCOTT wants to retrieve the dropped HR.EMPLOYEES table by using the command: 

SQL> FLASHBACK TABLE HR.EMPLOYEES TO BEFORE DROP; 

What are three prerequisites for this command to succeed? (Choose three.) 

A. The recycle bin should be enabled. 



B. No duplicates of the HR.EMPLOYEES table should exist in the recyclebin of the HR schema. 

C. SCOTT should have the SELECT privilege on the HR schema and its recyclebin. 

D. SCOTT should have the FLASHBACK ANY TABLE privilege. 

E. No other table with the same name should exist in the HR schema. 

F. Undo retention guarantee must be enabled. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 6

A database is running in archivelog mode. You want to back up a 10 TB data file belonging to the users tablespace. The
backup of the data file is too slow. 

What type of backup do you recommend to improve the performance of the backup? 

A. image copy backup by using RMAN 

B. multisection image copy backup by using RMAN 

C. multisection parallel backup by using RMAN 

D. cold backup after taking the tablespace offline 

E. cold backup after placing the tablespace in backup mode 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three statements are true about compression of backup sets? 

A. Compressed backups can only be written to media. 

B. Binary compression creates performance overhead during a backup operation. 

C. Unused blocks below the high-water mark are not backed up. 

D. Compressed backups cannot have section size defined during a backup operation 

E. It works only for locally managed tablespaces. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

"RMAN also skips other datafile blocks that do not currently contain data, if all of the following conditions apply: The
COMPATIBLE initialization parameter is set to 10.2 There are currently no guaranteed restore points defined for the
database The datafile is locally managed The datafile is being backed up to a backup set as part of a full backup or a
level 0 incremental backup The backup set is being created on disk. References:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/backup.102/b14194/rcmsynta009.htm#i1015382 



 

QUESTION 8

Your database is using a default temporary tablespace that contains the temp01.tmp temporary file. All the 

users on the database use the default temporary tablespace. 

A user issues a query on the orders table and receives the following error: 

ERROR at line 1: 

ORA-01565: error in identifying file 

\\'/u01/app/oracle/oradata/TEST/temp01.tmp\\' 

ORA-27037: unable to obtain file status 

What would be the most efficient way to rectify this error? 

A. Add a new tempfile to the user\\'s temporary tablespace and drop the tempfile that produced the error. 

B. Shut down the database instance, restore the temp01.tmp file from the backup, and then restart the database. 

C. Allow the database to continue running, drop the temp01.tmp temporary file, and then re-create it with new tempfiles. 

D. Take the temporary tablespace offline, recover the missing tempfile by applying redo logs, and then bring the
temporary tablespace online. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You execute the commands on a multitenant container database CDB1 that has multiple pluggable databases: 

$ . oraenv ORACLE_SID = [oracle] ? cdb1 The oracle base for
ORACLE_HOME=/u01/app/oracle/product/12.1.0/dbhome_1 is /u01/app/oracle $ rman target / 

Recovery Manager : Release 12.1.0.0.2 - production on Fri Ju1 19 05:18:33: 2013 

Coppyright (c) 1982, 2013, oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 

Connected to target database:CDB1 (DBID=782249327) 

RMAN>SELECT name FROMv$tablespace; 

Which statement is true about the execution of the last command? 

A. It succeeds and displays all the tablespaces that belong to the root database. 

B. It fails and returns an error because a connection is not made by using the sysdba privilege. 

C. It succeeds and displays all the tablespaces that belong to the root and pluggable databases. 

D. It fails and returns an error because SQL commands cannot be executed at the RMAN prompt. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Examine the probable steps involved in the basic backup process of RMAN and Oracle Secure Backup (OSB): 

1. 

RMAN initiates backup and passes the database backup storage selector to OSB. 

2. 

RMAN creates the backup job. 

3. 

OSB creates the backup job with an OSB user. 

4. 

RMAN updates its repository. 

5. 

RMAN executes the job and transfers data from a client to media. 

6. 

OSB executes the job and transfers data from a client to media. 

7. 

OSB updates its repository. 

Identify the required steps in the correct order. 

A. 1, 3, 6, 4, 7 

B. 2, 1, 6, 4, 7 

C. 1, 3, 6, 7, 4 

D. 1, 3, 5, 7, 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three types of failures are detected by the Data Recovery Advisor (DRA)? 

A. loss of a non-critical data file 

B. loss of a control file 



C. physical data block corruption 

D. logical data block corruption 

E. loss of an archived redo log file 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/backup.111/b28270/rcmrepai.htm#BRADV89716 

 

QUESTION 12

When is the UNDO_RETENTION parameter value ignored by a transaction? 

A. when the data file of the undo tablespace is autoextensible 

B. when there are multiple undotablespaces available in a database 

C. when the undo tablespace is of a fixed size and retention guarantee is not enabled 

D. when Flashback Database is enabled 

Correct Answer: C 

References: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14231/undo.htm (undo retention, see the bullets) 
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